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Located in east-central Europe, it is bordered to the east by Russia and the Ukraine, the Czech Republic and
Slovakia to the south, Germany to the west, and the Baltic Sea to the north. Drained by the Vistula and Oder
Rivers, Poland is a land of varied land-scapeâ€”from the central lowlands, to the sand dunes and swamps of
the Baltic coast, to the mountains of the Carpathians to the south. Its population of just over 38 million is
largely homogeneous ethnically, religiously, and linguistically. Minority groups in the country include
Germans, Ukrainians and Belarusans. Ninety-five percent of the population is Roman Catholic, and Polish is
the national language. Polish Americans often display a flag similar to this with a crowned eagle at its center.
Migrations of these tribes resulted in three distinct subgroups: It was the West Slavs who became the ancestors
of modern Poles, settling in and around the Oder and Vistula valleys. Highly clannish, these tribes were
organized in tight kinship groups with commonly held property and a rough-and-ready sort of representative
government regarding matters other than military. These West Slavs slowly joined in ever-larger units under
the pressure of incursions by Avars and early Germans, ultimately being led by a tribe known as the Polanie.
From that point on, these West Slavs, and increasingly the entire region, were referred to as Polania or later,
Poland. Under the Polanian duke Mieszko and his Piast dynasty, further consolidation around what is modern
Poznan created a true state; and in , Mieszko was converted to Christianity. It is this event that is commonly
accepted as the founding date of Poland. The East Slavs, centered at Kiev, were converted by missionaries
from the Greek church, which in turn linked them to the Orthodox east. Meanwhile, the South Slavs had been
coalescing into larger units, forming what is known as Little Poland, as opposed to Great Poland of the Piasts.
These South Slavs joined Great Poland under Casimir I and for several generations the new state thrived,
checking the tide of German expansionism. But from the twelfth to thirteenth centuries, the new kingdom
became fragmented by a duchy system that created political chaos and civil war among rival princes of the
Piast lineage. Following devastations caused by Tatar invasions in the early thirteenth century, Poland was
defenseless against a further tide of German settlement. One of the last Piasts, Casimir III, succeeded in
reunifying the kingdom in , and in it came under the rule of the Jagiellonian dynasty when the grand duke of
Lithuania married the crown princess of the Piasts, Jadwiga. At the same time, Poland enjoyed one of the most
representative governments of its day as well as the most tolerant religious climate in Europe. But with the end
of the Jagiellonian dynasty in , the kingdom once again fell apart as the landed gentry increasingly assumed
local control, sapping the strength of the central government in Krakow. This state of affairs continued for two
centuries until Poland was so weakened that it suffered three partitions: Austria took Galicia in ; Prussia
acquired the northwestern section in ; and Tsarist Russia possessed the northeastern section in By the end of
the three partitions, Poland had been completely wiped off the map of Europe. There would not be an
independent Poland again for a century and a half, though a nominal Kingdom of Poland was established
within the Russian Empire by the Congress of Vienna in In both Russia and Germany a strict policy of
suppression of the Polish language and autonomous education was enforced. After World War I, an
independent Poland was once again re-established. With Josef Pilsudski as its president and dictator from to ,
Poland maintained an uneasy peace with the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany. But with the onset of World
War II, Poland was the first victim, and once again the nation was subsumed into other countries: Germany
and the Soviet Union initially, and then solely under German rule. The Nazis used Poland as a killing ground
to subdue and eradicate Polish culture by executing its intellectuals and nobles, and to "settle" the Jewish
question once and for all by exterminating the Jews of Europe. In camps such as Auschwitz-Birkenau this
gruesome strategy was put into effect, and by the end of the war in , Poland had lost a fifth of its population,
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half of whichâ€”over three millionâ€”were Jews. Liberation, however, did not mean freedom, for after the war
Poland fell under the Soviet sphere; a communist state was set up and Poland once again had become a
fiefdom to a foreign power. Through successive leadership of Edward Gierek and General Wojciech
Jaruzelski, however, the economic conditions worsened and the Poles struggled increasingly for more
autonomy from Moscow. These last two especially brought Poland into international focus. By , Solidarity
won concessions from the government including participation in free elections. The difficult task now
confronting the country is a transformation from a centrally planned economy to a market economy, one that
causes enormous dislocations including unemployment and runaway inflation. Though claims have been made
for Poles sailing with Viking ships exploring the New World before , there is no hard evidence to support
them. By , however, Polish immigrants do appear in the annals of Jamestown, having been recruited by the
colony as skilled craftsmen to create products for export. These immigrants were integral in the establishment
of both the glassmaking and woodworking industries in the new colonies. An early Polish explorer, Anthony
Sadowski, set up a trading post along the Mississippi River which later became the city of Sandusky, Ohio.
Two other names of note occur in the early history of what would become the American republic: Pulaski,
killed in the battle of Savannah, is still honored by Polish Americansâ€”Polonia as the ethnic community is
referred toâ€”by annual marches on October 11, Pulaski Day. The first and smallest, occasioned by the
partitioning of Poland, lasted from roughly to and was largely made up of political dissidents and those who
fled after the dissolution of their national homeland. The second wave was far more significant and took place
between and World War I. Immigrants during this time were in search of a better economic life and tended to
be of the rural class, so-called za chleben for bread emigrants. A third wave lasted from the end of World War
I through the end of the Cold War and again comprised dissidents and political refugees. These economic
immigrants generally plan to earn money and return to Poland. The first wave of immigrants, from
approximately to , was largely made up of intellectuals and lesser nobility. Not only the partitioning of Poland,
but insurrections in and also forced political dissidents from their Polish homeland. Many fled to London,
Paris and Geneva, but at the same time New York and Chicago also received its share of such refugees from
political oppression. Immigration figures are always a problematic issue, and those for Polish immigrants to
the United States are no different. For much of the modern era there was no political entity such as Poland, so
immigrants coming to America had an initial difficulty in describing their country of origin. Also, there was
with Poles, more so than other ethnic immigrant groups, more back-and-forth travel between host country and
home country. Poles have tended to save money and return to their native country in higher numbers than
many other ethnic groups. Additionally, minorities within Poland who immigrated to the United States
confuse the picture. Nonetheless, what numbers that exist from U. Immigration and Naturalization Service
records indicate that fewer than 2, Poles immigrated to the United States between and The second wave of
immigration was inaugurated in when about Polish Catholics from Silesia founded Panna Maria, a farming
colony in Texas. This symbolic opening of America to the Poles also opened the flood gates of immigration.
Louisâ€”where they became steelworkers, meatpackers, miners, and later autoworkers. These cities still retain
their large contingents of Polish Americans. A lasting legacy of these Poles in America is the vital role they
played in the growth and development of the U. Confusion over exact numbers of Polish immigrants again
becomes a problem during this period, with large under reporting, especially during the s when immigration
was highest. Most agree, however, that between mid-nineteenth century and World War I, some 2. This wave
of immigration can be further broken down to two successive movements of Poles from different regions of
their partitioned This photograph was taken shortly after this Polish woman and her three children arrived in
New York City; they settled in Rensselaer, Indiana. The first to come were the German Poles, who tended to
be better educated and more skilled craftsmen than the Russian and Austrian Poles. High birthrates,
overpopulation, and large-scale farming methods in Prussia, which forced small farmers off the land, all
combined to send German Poles into emigration in the second half of the nineteenth century. German policy
vis-a-vis restricting the power of the Catholic church also played a part in this exodus. Those arriving in the
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United States totalled roughly a half million during this period, with numbers dwindling by the end of the
century. However, just as German Polish immigration to the United States was diminishing, that of Russian
and Austrian Poles was just getting underway. Again, overpopulation and land hunger drove this emigration,
as well as the enthusiastic letters home that new arrivals in the United States sent to their relatives and loved
ones. Many young men also fled from military conscription, especially in the years of military build-up just
prior to and including the onset of World War I. Moreover, the journey to America itself had become less
arduous, with shipping lines such as the North German Line and the Hamburg American Line now booking
passage from point to point, combining overland as well as transatlantic passage and thereby simplifying
border crossings. Numbers of Galician or Austrian Poles total approximately ,, and of Russian Polesâ€”the last
large immigration contingentâ€” another , It has also been estimated that 30 percent of Galician and Russian
Poles arriving between and returned to their homelands. The influx of such large numbers of one ethnic group
was sure to cause friction with the "established" Americans, and during the last half of the nineteenth century
history witnesses intolerance toward many of the immigrants from divergent parts of Europe. That the Poles
were strongly Catholic contributed to such friction, and thus Polonia or the Polish Americans formed even
tighter links with each other, relying on ethnic cohesiveness not only for moral support, but financial, as well.
Polish fraternal, national, and religious organizations such as the Polish National Alliance, the Polish Union,
the Polish American Congress, and the Polish Roman Catholic Union have been instrumental in not only
maintaining a Polish identity for immigrants, but also in obtaining insurance and home loans to set the new
arrivals on their own feet in their new country. Such friction abated as Poles assimilated in their host country,
to be supplanted by new waves of immigrants from other countries. Polish Americans have, however,
continued to maintain a strong ethnic identity into the late twentieth century. With the end of World War I and
the re-establishment of an independent Polish state, it was believed that there would be a huge exodus of
Polish immigrants returning to their homeland. Such an exodus did not materialize, though immigration over
the next generation greatly dropped off. But political oppression in Europe between the wars, displaced
persons brought on by World War II, and the flight of dissidents from the communist regime did account for a
further half million immigrantsâ€” many of them refugeesâ€”from Poland between and the late s and the fall
of communism. The fourth wave of Polish immigration is now underway. This is comprised mostly of
younger people who grew up under communism. Though not significant in numbers because of immigration
quotas, this newest wave of post-Cold War immigrants, whether they be the short-term workers, wakacjusze,
or long-term residents, continue to add new blood to Polish Americans, ensuring that the ethnic community
continues to have foreign-born Poles among its contingent. Estimates from the census placed the number of
either foreign born Poles or native born with at least one Polish parent at near three million. Over eight million
claimed Polish ancestry in their background in the census and 9. A large part of such identity and cohesiveness
was the result of outside conditions. It has been noted that initial friction between Polish immigrants and
"established" Americans played some part in this inward looking stance. Additionally, such commonly held
beliefs as folk culture and Catholicism provided further incentives for communalism. Newly arrived Poles
generally had their closest contacts outside Polish Americans with their former European neighbors: Czechs,
Germans, and Lithuanians. Over the years there has been a degree of friction specifically between the Polish
American community and Jews and African Americans. However, during the years of partition, Polish
Americans kept alive the belief in a free Poland. Such cohesiveness was further heightened in the Polish
American community during the Cold War, when Poland was a satellite of the Soviet Union. But since the fall
of the Soviet empire and with free elections in Poland, this outer threat to the homeland is no longer a factor in
keeping Polish Americans together. The subsequent increase in immigration of the fourth wave of younger
Poles escaping difficult transition times at home has added new numbers to immigrants in the United States,
but it is yet to be seen what their effect will be on Polish Americans.
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It is said that Sandusky, Ohio , was named after him. There, he served as Brigadier-general in the Continental
Army and commanded its cavalry. Polish music such as mazurkas and krakowiaks were popular in the U.
However, after the Civil War â€”65 the image turned negative and Poles appeared as crude and uneducated
people who were not good fits for America socially or culturally. They settled in Texas in , creating an
agricultural community that carried their native traditions, customs, and language. The land they chose was
bare, unpopulated countryside, and they erected the homes, churches, and municipal accommodations as a
private community. The first home built by a Pole is the John Gawlik House, constructed The building still
stands, and displays a high-pitched roof common in Eastern European architecture. The Poles in Texas built
brick houses with thatched roofs until the s. That region in Texas is subject to less than 1 inch of snow per
year, and meteorological studies show that level of insulation is unwarranted. They often added porches to
their verandas, particularly on the southward windy side. The geographically isolated area continues to
maintain its heritage but the population mostly moved to nearby Karnes City and Falls City. Leopold
Moczygemba , a Polish priest, founded Panna Maria by writing letters back to Poland encouraging them to
emigrate to Texas, a place with free land, fertile soils, and golden mountains. The settlers and their children all
spoke Silesian. Resurrectionist priests led church services and religious education for children. Letters sent
back to Poland demonstrate a feeling of profound new experience in America. Hunting and fishing were
favorite pastimes among the settlers, who were thrilled by the freedoms of shooting wild game in the
countryside. The farmers used labor-intensive agricultural techniques that maximized crop yields of corn and
cotton; they sold excess cotton to nearby communities and created profitable businesses selling crops and
livestock. Polish leaders and Polish historical figures settled in the community, including Matthew Pilarcyk, a
Polish soldier sent to Mexico in the s to fight for the Austrian Emperor Maximilian. Some records recall that
he fled the Army in during the fall of the empire, escaped a firing squad and traversed the Rio Grande to enter
Panna Maria, where he had heard Poles were living. When he arrived, he married a local woman and joined
the community as a political leader. The community was nearly massacred following the Civil War, where the
government of Texas was dismantled and gangs of cowboys and former Confederate nativists harassed and
shot at Poles in Panna Maria. The Poles in Panna Maria had Union sympathies and were the subject of
discrimination by the local Southerners. In , a showdown between a troupe of armed cowboys and the Polish
community neared a deadly confrontation; Polish priests requested the Union Army to protect them, and a
stationed Army helped keep them safe, registered to vote in elections, and free from religious intolerance.
Cemeteries contain inscriptions written in Polish or Polish-and-English. Historians debate whether the
community was established earlier, and claims that the community originated in still exist. The community
was started by five or six Polish families who came from Poland by ship in the s, and lived in Detroit,
Michigan in before deciding to initiate a farming community in Parisville, where they created prosperous
farms, and raised cattle and horses. The lands were originally dark black swamps, and the settlers succeeded in
draining the land for use as fruit orchards. As per the Swamplands Act of , the lands were legally conferred to
pioneering settlers who could make use of these territories. Individual Polish farmers and their families took
advantage of this new law, and other immigrants settled disparate areas in interior Michigan independently.
The Parisville community was surrounded by Native American Indians who continued to live in tepees during
this time. The Poles and the Indians enjoyed good relations and historical anecdotes of gift-giving and
resource sharing are documented. Polish farmers were dispersed throughout Michigan, and by roughly 50,
Poles were said to live in Detroit. The first Kashubian to settle there was Michael Koziczkowski, formerly of
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Gdansk , who arrived in Stevens Point late in One of the first Kashubian settlements was the aptly named
Polonia, Wisconsin. Within five years, more than two dozen Kashubian families joined the Koziczkowskis.
Since the Portage County Kashubian community was largely agricultural, it was spread out over Sharon,
Stockton, and Hull townships. After the end of the Civil War, many more immigrants from throughout
occupied Poland settled in Portage County, this time including the city of Stevens Point. Hundreds of military
officers, nobles, and aristocrats were hiding as refugees in Austria, but the Emperor of Austria was under
pressure to surrender them to Russia for execution. He had previously made a commitment to keep them safe
from the Russians, but wanted to avoid war. Congress and President Andrew Jackson agreed to take several
hundred Polish refugees. They arrived on several small ships, the largest single arrival being refugees,
including August Antoni Jakubowski. Jakubowski later wrote his memoirs in English, documenting his time
as a Polish exile in America. He recalled that the refugees originally wanted to go to France, but the
government refused to receive them, and under obligation by the Austrian authorities, they came to America.
In , a rural territory near the Rock River in Illinois was surveyed by the U. The Polish emigres formed a group,
the Polish committee, to plead for aid settling in the U. Despite three applications to Congress by the Polish
committee, no Acts were passed and no lands were ever officially appropriated for settlement. Kraitsir alleged
that American citizens who donated funds to their cause had their funds diverted by Gallatin. The plans were
abandoned when American pioneers took the settlement lands and squatted them, leaving the Polish settlement
effort politically unfeasible. No land was ever officially handed to the Polish emigres. The Polish exiles settled
in the United States. One of them was a doctor of medicine and a soldier, Felix Wierzbicki , a veteran of the
November Uprising , who, in , published the first English-language book printed in California , [27] California
as it is, and as it may be. It was the duty of Poles to someday return to liberate the homeland, they argued to
newly arrived Poles in America. In other words, "The Pole is not free to Americanize because wherever he is
â€” he has a mission to fulfill. Here one is free to fight for the Fatherland; Here the cruelty of tyrants will not
reach us, Here the scars inflicted on us will fade. Some rejected the term "exile" and considered themselves
"pilgrims", following the Polish messianism message of Adam Mickiewicz. The political exiles created
nationalist clubs and spread news about the oppression in partitioned Poland. A Polish Central Committee
founded in New York in attempted to rally American public opinion for Polish independence and fund-raised
to support the revolutionaries. The American public opinion was not swayed by the small group, in large part
because the Civil War was ongoing at the time and little care was taken for a foreign war. Future Polish
immigrants referred to this group, who arrived in the United States before as the stara emigracja old
emigration , and differentiated them from the nowa emigracja new emigration who came from to The
majority were Union soldiers, owing to geography and ideological sympathies with the abolitionists. An
estimated 5, Polish Americans served in the Union, and 1, for the Confederacy. In â€”, the Imperial Russian
Army suppressed the January Uprising , a large scale insurrection in the Russian partition of the former
territories of the Polishâ€”Lithuanian Commonwealth. Many Polish resistance fighters fled the country, and
Confederate agents tried and failed to encourage them to immigrate and join the military of the Confederate
States of America. He is in a family of agricultural migrants who work in oyster farming on the Gulf of
Mexico during the winter. After the collapse of the Confederacy, Polish foreign labor was desired to work on
Southern farms as replacements for black slaves. Several such societies were founded in Texas, largely by
private planters, but in , Texas funded immigration of Europeans through direct state aid Texas Bureau of
Immigration. Poles paid back their owners for the ship tickets to America, often in installments. New Waverly
served as a mother colony for future Polish immigrants to the United States, as many arriving Poles lived and
worked there before moving on to other Polonias in the U. Blacks frequently picked up a few words of Polish
and Poles picked up some of the black English dialect in these areas during the late 19th century. Behind him
is the foreman , who recruited the workers from Baltimore, Maryland. Polish immigrants came in high
numbers to Baltimore, Maryland , following the Civil War and created an ethnic community in Fells Point.
They worked on farms in Maryland and many became migrant farming families. Oyster companies from the
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Gulf of Mexico hired recruiters to hire Polish farmers for work in the oyster farming industry. Those that came
were provided very small, cramped living quarters and only one worker per family was given a permanent job
canning oysters. Because oysters are scarce, the net yields at best fifteen percent of the expected catch when
pulled up to the deck. The rest are shells and slime. This work is hard beyond words. A person not used to
cranking up the net gives up from exhaustion. If fog appears during the catch, the oysters open up and most of
them die when the sun starts shining. You also have the oyster workers who return with a cargo of a few
hundred barrels. Then the calculation starts, forty cents for a barrel of oysters. One-third is divided among
those who caught the oysters. Polish foremen were used to manage and supervise the workers. Photographer
Lewis Hine spoke with one foreman, who recruited Poles from Baltimore, who said, "I tell you, I have to lie to
employees. Hard work to get them. Nesterowicz found some foremen convinced attractive women to sleep
with their American bosses in exchange for higher-paying positions. The moral degradation and exploitation
in the oyster farms led a local Polish priest, Father Helinski, to ask Polish organizations to dissuade any more
Poles from entering the business. Civil War and later made hundreds of speeches to prohibition-camps in the
Midwest Polish Americans were represented in the American temperance movement, and the first wave of
immigrants was affected by prohibition. In , he married a prominent abolitionist and prohibitionist Lydia
Gertrude Lemen, an American from Salem, Illinois. Sobieski and the predominantly Protestant Christian
Temperance groups never made great in-roads into the Polish community. Polish Catholics immigrants
frequently heard lectures and received literature from the Catholic Church against alcohol. Polish immigrants
were distrustful of the Irish-dominated American Catholic Church, and did not resonate with the temperance
movement in great numbers. The Polish language press covered the topic of abstinence occasionally in the U.
It was not until that the PNA introduced sanctions for alcoholics among its membership, and abstinence
generally was unpopular among American Poles. In New Britain, Connecticut, Father Lucian Bojnowski
started an abstinence association which offended a local Polish club, he received a death threat in response.
The newspaper did not last long, and the Polish abstinence groups never united. Saloons allowed Poles to
relieve their stresses from difficult physical labor, the selling of steamship tickets, and meeting grounds for
mutual aid societies and political groups. Contemporary Polish language newspapers decried a pervasive
alcoholism among Polish American families, where mothers would brew liquor and beer at home for their
husbands and sometimes children.
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The Baroque spire is modeled on the Royal Castle, Warsaw. One of the most notable in size of the urban
Polish American communities is in Chicago and its surrounding suburbs. The Almanac of American Politics
states that "Even today, in Archer Heights a neighborhood of Chicago , you can scarcely go a block without
hearing someone speaking Polish. In addition, Illinois has more than one million people that are of Polish
descent, the third largest ethnic group after the German and Irish Americans. Nearly 3 million people of Polish
descent live in the area between Chicago and Detroit, including Northern Indiana , a part of the Chicago
metropolitan area. The community has played a role as a staunch supporter of the Democratic machine, and
has been rewarded with several congressional seats. The leading representative has been Congressman Dan
Rostenkowski , one of the most powerful members of Congress to , especially on issues of taxation, before he
went to prison. In , the New York metropolitan area surpassed Chicago as the metropolitan area attracting the
most new legal immigrants to the United States from Poland. Church, and Polish Town hosts an annual
summer Polish Fair. Many Polish residents and businesses are still located in the Lincoln Village
neighborhood. The city is also home to Polish Fest , the largest Polish festival in the United States, where
Polish Americans from all over Wisconsin and nearby Chicago , come to celebrate Polish Culture , through
music, food and entertainment. Historian John Radzilowski estimates that up to a third of Poles in Minnesota
settled in rural areas, where they established 40 communities, that were often centered around a Catholic
church. Polish Americans make up 8. The city of Detroit has a very large Polish community, which
historically settled in Poletown and Hamtramck on the east side of Detroit, the neighborhoods along Michigan
Avenue from 23rd street into east Dearborn, the west side of Delray, parts of Warrendale and several sections
of Wyandotte downriver. Today it contains some of the most opulent Polish churches in America like St.
Stanislaus, Sweetest Heart of Mary, St. Michigan as a state has Polish populations throughout. In addition to
metropolitan Detroit , Grand Rapids, Bay City, Alpena and the surrounding area, the thumb of Michigan,
Manistee, and numerous places in northern lower Michigan also have sizable Polish populations. The Polish
influence is still felt throughout the entire metropolitan Detroit area, especially the suburb of Wyandotte ,
which is slowly emerging as the major center of Polish American activities in the state. An increase in new
immigration from Poland is helping to bolster the parish community of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and a host
of Polish American civic organizations, located within the city of Wyandotte. Parma has even recently been
designated a Polish Village commercial district. Many of these Poles return to their Polish roots, by attending
masses at St. Poles in Cleveland celebrate the annual Harvest Festival, which is usually held at the end of
August. It features polka music, Polish food and all things Polish. The home parishes are St. John Cantius and
St. They also host Polish celebratory events in Cleveland. Today the Stefanski family still controls the bank. In
, they acquired a Florida banking company and have branches in Florida and Ohio. Texas[ edit ] The idea of
Upper Silesian settlers being also ethnically polish is nowadays dismissed. The Silesian language is related to
ancient polish, yet nowadays mostly classified as a language apart - so is the Silesian identity also recognized
as a national identity apart. Some people still speak Texas Silesian. The Silesian language is related to Polish,
yet it is nowadays mostly considered a language itself, jut like Silesian ethnicity.
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